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1. * Student Ambassador01 2: Hi, my name is Caleb and I am currently in my final year studying Computer 

Science and Geography. The theme for today’s forum is Ask a Student Ambassador. For those of you who are 

new to the forums, you are welcome to ask me questions either directly related to the theme or about any 

other aspect of university life. Anything I can’t answer I will refer on and someone from the Exeter Scholars 

team will get back to you with a response in the next few days. For those of you that have logged on before, 

welcome back!  

2. * Student Ambassador01 2: Before we start I just want to give you a quick overview of how the session 

itself works in case you’ve not used one before.  

When you post a message it will be sent to me to reply to and will show on your wall as awaiting reply. When 

I reply to your message it will then post to the public wall for you and everyone else to see. Until I have 

replied, no-one else will see your message. Bear with me, as when it gets busy it will take me a few moments 

to reply – but don’t worry, you won’t have been forgotten! I will start all messages with the name of the 

person I am replying to just to make the discussion easier to follow and if I’m posing a question to the whole 

group I’ll start the message with ‘Everyone’. 

3. * Student Ambassador01 2: Also answering your questions today is Kathryn and they will introduce 

themselves to you in a moment. 

4. * Student Ambassador01 2: I hope that all makes sense. To get us started, does anyone have any questions 

about what life is like as a university student? 

 

5. * Student Ambassador01: Hi, my name is Kathryn and I am currently in my second year studying English. 

The theme for today’s forum is 'Ask a Student Ambassador'. For those of you who are new to the forums, you 

are welcome to ask me questions either directly related to the theme or about any other aspect of university 

life. Anything I can’t answer I will refer on and someone from the Exeter Scholars team will get back to you 

with a response in the next few days. For those of you that have logged on before, welcome back! 

 

6. * Siobhan Harper: Hi everyone. This is Siobhan from the Exeter Scholars programme. I'm here alongside 

Caleb and Kathryn, and I'll be answering general questions about the Exeter Scholars programme, 

coronavirus updates, and anything else of that nature. 

7. * Siobhan Harper: IF YOU POST A QUESTION IN THE ONLINE FORUM, THEN YOUR PARTICIPATION WILL 

COUNT AND BE RECORDED – EVEN IF YOU DON'T GET AN ANSWER. WE WILL TRY TO ANSWER ALL 

QUESTIONS TONIGHT, BUT IF WE'RE NOT ABLE TO DO SO THEN AN ANSWER TO YOUR QUESTION WILL BE 

EMAILED TO YOU AS SOON AS WE CAN.  

 

  



8. Emily Burroughs: Did you find that there was a lot of work being set in your first year?  

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Emily, I found the workload manageable in my first year and there wasn't too 

much to do. Everyone is new to university and your lecturers will be aware of that when it comes to setting 

work. Obviously in the unlikely event that you do struggle there is lots of support available from your tutor or 

lecturers. Hope that’s useful. 

 

9. Lisa Skone: Is it easy to juggle both a degree and being an ambassador? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Lisa. Yes, the role of being an ambassador is very flexible - you can choose to 

do as many or as few jobs as you like every month to suit your workload. There is no minimum requirement 

to do a certain number of hours per month. 

 

10. Lucy Hancock: Hello- Have there been many students deferring there offer to next year? Will it be harder 

to get into uni next year? Thanks x 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Lucy. Thanks for your question! I'm afraid we don't have any of this information yet, as 

everything is still so up in the air and no firm decisions have been made. However, any updates will be listed 

on the University of Exeter coronavirus information pages 

(www.exeter.ac.uk/coronavirus/prospectivestudents/). Please rest assured that the University – and all 

universities – are aware of how this situation may affect students in your year group and position, and they 

are working to find a solution that is fair to everyone. I hope this is reassuring, but I’m sorry that I can’t give 

any more concrete information!  

 

11. Jasmine Birch: Hello, is there anything that has not fulfilled your expectations about university life? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Jasmine, good question! For me personally, university lived up to all my 

expectations. There are lots of opportunities to get stuck in with different societies and sports groups as well 

as making new friends and enjoying your course. I hope that's useful, if there's anything more specific you'd 

like to ask about university life feel free to do so. 

 

12. Grace Averre: Hi, I'd like to know what the advantages/ disadvantages of living on campus are. Thanks, 

Grace Averre. 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Grace, good question. I personally chose to live in the city of Exeter in first 

year, but from speaking to friends I'd say the main advantages are that you're very close to your classes and 

lectures, get to live with likeminded people and also have access to most of what you'd need within a couple 

of minutes on campus - currently we have a number of shops, a cinema, a bar and a bank on campus. The 

main disadvantage I'd say is that you're further away from any social activities you want to do in town. It's up 

to you in the end which you'd prefer to do. Bear in mind most students only live on campus for their first 

year, so you might like to experience that for a year before going into private accommodation in your 

subsequent years. 

 

http://www.exeter.ac.uk/coronavirus/prospectivestudents/


 

13. casey phillips: when it comes to personal statements what are some of the most crucial things to add? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Casey. Thanks for your question! Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is 

some guidance that makes them a bit easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject 

you've chosen, and demonstrating clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a 

place to study it. About 70–80% of your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You 

can then bring in transferable skills that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. 

The Exeter Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal 

statement to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as 

you like, so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps.  

 

14. Ellie King: Hi thank you for answering the questions! How much time does being a student ambassador 

consume/is it manageable? 

* Student Ambassador01: The ambassador system works via a calendar where all the available work is posted 

and you apply for the jobs you're available for, so you don't typically end up being allocated with a job that 

you're not able to do anymore (unless plans change, or if you're ill). This makes it really easy to balance with 

studying and social life because it offers so much freedom and flexibility! Also, we are never assigned to every 

single job we apply for because the allocation system uses a fairness ratio to prioritise people with fewer 

allocations, so it's so much easier to know that you'll never have too much on your plate. 

 

15. Verity Winn: How do you find balancing a social life with part time work and studying? 

* Student Ambassador01: Your phone calendar will become your best friend! But because it's rare to have 

classes all day, it's quite easy to fit socialising in around when you know who's on campus and when, and to 

arrange nights out and society activities when you have an idea of what you have on the next day! I have my 

university timetable synced up to my Google calendar so I can have it on everything, and I also add work 

shifts and deadlines on here too so it's all in one place for checking if I'm available 

 

16. Emily Hatherall: When do you start to look for housing for second year? 

* Student Ambassador01: My house started looking around October/November time (I know that sounds 

really early, and it is, but the university provides a lot of support and housing fairs to help you with the 

process) 

 

17. leah dowrick: hello, I was wondering when it comes to picking what you want to study, how did you 

decide? Or did you end up changing your mind? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Leah, good question! I decided to do my two subjects through Flexible 

Combined Honours - a degree structure where you can choose two different subjects to study alongside each 

other, choosing modules from each. I chose my two subjects because they were the ones I had enjoyed 

studying at A level, but there are many subjects you may never have had the opportunity to study before. 
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Having a good look through maybe a prospectus or university website and seeing what modules or topics are 

studied will hopefully give you a good indication of whether you feel a subject will interest you or not. Hope 

that's useful! 

 

18. Abigail Dougherty: what’s the split between lectures, tutorials and self-directed study like? 

* Student Ambassador01: It really depends on your course, and on modules within that course (sorry I know 

this isn't a straightforward answer!). For English, I typically have one-two lectures per module per week, and 

one seminar per module per week. I fit self-directed studying around these - usually on campus because I 

work better there! If you know what you're wanting to study, I'd recommend having a look at the course 

page on our website, as this will break down the split of teaching activities and will also let you look at 

specific modules in more depth: www.exeter.ac.uk/undergraduate/courses/.    

 

19. kezia mcgregor: does anyone live in group accommodation near the uni, I was wondering what it’s like 

since it seems like the cheaper option 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Kezia, there are options to live in groups both on campus and in the city of 

Exeter. Personally, I lived in The Printworks for my first year which was located in the city centre rather than 

on campus. I'd recommend going to the University of Exeter accommodation office website, where they 

show you the different options and costs.  

 

20. Natalia Polley: Do you find it hard to manage finance as a student? + any finance tips 

* Student Ambassador01: I've found managing my money fairly okay (which is a relief because I really 

stressed about it before going to uni!).  

My advice would be to pay off things that you know you need to (e.g. rent) first and then you know how 

much you actually have to work with.  

Make the most of student discounts and websites like TopCashback, Quidco, and Honey to make sure you're 

getting things as cheap as possible.  

Don't go grocery shopping when you're hungry! That will help you save on food 

Set yourself an "absolute zero" figure in your head for how much money you can have in your account (say, 

for instance, £1000 or whatever you feel is appropriate) so you know not to spend on non-essential things 

when you get to this figure and have the backup of emergency money if you need it 

 

21. Megan Whitefield: Hi. When writing my personal statement what points should I showcase other than my 

academic achievements? Thanks.  

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Megan. Thanks for your question! Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is 

some guidance that makes them a bit easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject 

you've chosen, and demonstrating clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a 

place to study it. About 70–80% of your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You 
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can then bring in transferable skills that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. 

The Exeter Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal 

statement to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as 

you like, so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps.  

 

22. Madison Eathorne: Have things been put in place for students to start to go back?  

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Madison. Thanks for your question! The University of Exeter is starting to put plans in 

place for current undergraduate students to return to face-to-face study in September, and specifically 

planning for the changes that would need to be made for social distancing. The University is following Public 

Health England and World Health Organisation advice carefully, and of course will ensure that any plans 

made are in line with the guidance. You can find more information about how the University is dealing with 

the covid-19 situation here: www.exeter.ac.uk/coronavirus/prospectivestudents/. I hope that this helps!  

 

23. Molly Rendle: Hi, I was wondering how important GCSE grades are for getting into a uni course, there are 

some required grades although will they be dependent on whether you get in or not? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Molly. Thanks for your question! Your GCSEs can affect getting onto your course in two 

ways. Firstly, in order to study any degree course at the University of Exeter, you will need to have achieved a 

minimum of grade C/4 in Maths and English. Secondly, if your degree course requires any particular GCSEs. 

You can check this on the ‘entry requirements’ section of our online prospectus. For example, for the BSc 

Economics course – www.exeter.ac.uk/undergraduate/courses/economics/economics/#entry-requirements 

– you can see that it requires a minimum of grade B/5 in GCSE English Language. However, if your degree 

course does not have any GCSE requirements listed, then you only need to have the grade C/4 in Maths and 

English. I hope that this makes sense, but please email exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk if you have any further 

questions. I hope that this helps! 

 

24. Athena Polley: What's something you wish you had been told about going to university that no one told 

you? 

* Student Ambassador01: I have a couple: 

You're not on your own or "in the real world" as much as you might think - there's lots of support readily 

available and the majority of other students are feeling the same way - this thought really helped in Fresher's 

Week 

A Pyrex jug will be one of the most useful kitchen things you take with you! 

The workload is much more manageable than you'd think, and there's plenty of time to have a life outside of 

academia 
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25. Ben Heyes: Are you expecting many students that are due to start uni this October to defer their places? 

If so how big an impact might this have on available spaces for current year 12 students hoping to start in 

2021. 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Ben, I'm afraid we don't know fully what the impacts of Covid-19 are going to 

be on next academic year or the year after, the university are still planning for it. You can find out more about 

the action the university is taking here www.exeter.ac.uk/coronavirus/prospectivestudents/. Sorry I can't be 

of any more help. 

 

26. Luiseach Gillespie: Hi, what's it like trying to motivate yourself during these times of Covid-19? Have you 

got any suggestions for how to stay motivated? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Luiseach, great question! I found it quite strange at first coming back home in 

the middle of term and doing all my exams online. Being at home a lot more gave me lots more free time, 

and it's easy to get distracted or procrastinate. However thinking about how close the end of my degree was 

and how much time I had to study and improve my grade (I'm in final year) really motivated me to spend as 

much time as I could doing my assignments and revising for exams as well as I could. So I'd say keep thinking 

about the bigger picture and what your goals are for after Covid-19 is behind us. Hope that's useful for you. 

 

27. Alice Billing: How did you start writing your personal statement? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Alice. Thanks for your question! Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is 

some guidance that makes them a bit easier! You can start by making a list of everything that you want to 

include about yourself; you can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject you've chosen, and 

demonstrating clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a place to study it. 

About 70–80% of your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You can then bring in 

transferable skills that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. The Exeter 

Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal statement 

to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as you like, 

so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps. 

 

28. Emma Budge: Hi, thank you for taking the time to be here, I was wondering how the student loans work 

and how difficult or easy they are to manage  

* Student Ambassador01: The student loan comes in in three instalments and you get a glorious text a few 

days before it goes in so you always know when to expect it! I've found it very easy to manage - my advice 

would be to make sure that things like rent are paid off first so you know how much money you actually have 

left to spend 

 

29. KyleStevens: Any tips on staying on task during large projects? 

* Student Ambassador01: I find it best to break the project down into more manageable chunks then address 

them one at a time. For instance, if it's a book I have to read for my course, I will split it down into a set 

number of chapters per day to help spread the workload, which stops me from becoming overwhelmed 
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30. Ryan Reid: I'm considering deferring going to uni for a year. What would be the positives and negatives of 

that? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Ryan. Thanks for your question! The positives of deferring are that you will have a place 

confirmed on the course of your choice, meaning that you can spend your year out without worrying about it, 

and without having to also spend that year doing another UCAS application. It also means that if the course 

requirements change during that year (e.g. the university changes the grades), your place will be safe despite 

this change. However, the negatives are that you can’t easily change your mind – or rather, if you change 

your mind, it’s not as simple as just switching courses. It’s really up to you what’s most important to you – if 

you’re firmly set on your course choices, then maybe deferring is right for you! You can also find lots of 

advice and blog posts about this topic online, which may be useful from a current student’s perspective. I 

hope that this helps! 

 

31. Ben Spencer: Hello Caleb - I am strongly considering studying Geography at Uni and was wondering, is 

there a lot of freedom when it comes to picking the areas you’d prefer to study inside of geography? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Ben, good question! So I studied Geography through Flexible Combined 

Honours, which allowed me to choose Geography modules and Computer Science modules however I wanted 

from either physical or human modules. If you're just studying Geography on its own I believe you can choose 

either human or physical, but you do usually have the options choosing some modules from either. So say 

you choose Human Geography, you could select a few modules from physical if you wanted. I'd double check 

this with the Geography department or University admissions if it's something you're looking to do before 

applying. Both options have lots of modules however, so I'm sure you'll find some that really interest you. 

Hope that's useful! 

 

32. William Stokes: How have you found trying to study during lockdown? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi William, I've found it's quite easy to get distracted at home by what my family 

are doing as we were all at home together for several weeks. However I found them very understanding, and 

they always kept noise to a minimum if I was studying or had an exam. On the plus side, I'd say the lockdown 

actually gave me more free time to spend studying as I wasn't going out and socialising. There are really good 

online resources available from the university, including lots of library resources online and lectures that 

were cancelled were recorded and delivered online, so I didn't feel I was missing out that much by not being 

on campus. Hope that's useful for you! 

 

33. Chloe Somerwill: Hi! How is the social life at Exeter Uni? 

* Student Ambassador01: I think the social life is great! There's a huge range of societies and events on and 

the course timetables are free enough that you have lots of time to have a life outside of studying. Because 

both campuses are also within walking distance of the main city centre, there are lots of cafes, shops, pubs, 

and nightclubs that you can go to, so there really is something for everyone! We also have an on-campus pub 

(The Ram) which does amazing curly fries, and an on-campus nightclub (The Lemon Grove) so you know you'll 

always be able to get home safely. There are cafes and restaurants on campus too! 



Nightclub-wise, there are lots of clubs in Exeter that all host theme nights (cheesy music, indie, drum and 

bass, etc.) and I've found them to be safe and easy to get to 

 

34. Bethan Sharples: Hi, Do you know yet if Exeter Uni will start back in September or will it be online 

learning? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Bethan. Thanks for your question! The University of Exeter is starting to put plans in 

place for current undergraduate students to return to face-to-face study in September, and specifically 

planning for the changes that would need to be made for social distancing. However, this is not set in stone – 

the University is following Public Health England and World Health Organisation advice carefully, and of 

course will ensure that any plans made are in line with the guidance. You can find more information about 

how the University is dealing with the covid-19 situation here: 

www.exeter.ac.uk/coronavirus/prospectivestudents/. I hope that this helps!  

 

35. Will Hooper: Do you think the increase in deferrals this year will affect us in 2021? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Will. Thanks for your question! I'm afraid we simply don't know about this yet, as 

everything about deferrals and 2021 entry is still so up in the air and no firm decisions have been made. 

However, any updates will be listed on the University of Exeter coronavirus information pages 

(www.exeter.ac.uk/coronavirus/prospectivestudents/). Please rest assured that the University – and all 

universities – are aware of how this situation may affect students in your year group and position, and they 

are working to find a solution that is fair to everyone. I hope this is reassuring, but I’m sorry that I can’t give 

any more concrete information!  

 

36. Olivia Cardus: Is it good to get a part-time job to go along with your studies? Thanks! 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Olivia, thanks for your question. It's completely up to you. Personally I've 

enjoyed having some part time jobs while studying to bring in some extra money and also help to boost my 

CV. Many students prefer to focus on their studies full time though, and that's fine too. You could also 

consider just working in holiday times - such as the summer, or lots of shops normally recruit for temporary 

Christmas work. Hope that's helpful for you. 

 

37. Reshma Thapa Magar: Hi, why did you choose Exeter to do your courses? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Reshma, I mainly chose Exeter because it was the only place I could study the 

2 subjects I wanted to together - computer science and geography. This was through Flexible Combined 

Honours. I think I still would have chosen Exeter if I was doing another course though. It's in the Russell 

Group and has a great academic reputation, the campus is a nice large green space with lots of trees, the city 

itself is small but with plenty of things to do, and there are lots of societies to get involved with outside your 

studies as well. I hope that's useful. 
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38. Nye Herron: what would you say you were most worried about going into uni, and how did that pan out 

in the end? 

* Student Ambassador01: I was worried about meeting new people and making new friends, but it's 

important to remember that everyone is feeling the same way so, as long as you're friendly to everyone, 

you'll always end up meeting people who you get along with really well! 

 

39. Hyrum Willis: Hi. Which societies are available and what is your experience with them? Thanks 

* Student Ambassador01: There are way too many to list, so I'll link you to the Guild website where you can 

have a look at what interests you and see all of the societies in detail: www.exeterguild.org/societies/. I 

personally am part of English Society, XpressionFM (the campus radio station), and LGBTQ+ society, and I've 

found all of them to be really welcoming and fun! I'd definitely recommend joining the society for your 

subject because it helps you meet people on your course in all years, so you have access to lots of advice!  

There are also many sports societies, but I'm not athletic at all so I don't know much about them! My friends 

who have joined them really enjoy them 

 

40. scarlett bernard-john: How easy is it to find a part time job, and is it difficult to balance your time with 

one? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Scarlett, there are many opportunities for part time employment in Exeter, 

including things like pubs, cafes, supermarkets as well as employment with the university such as being a 

student ambassador! I guess the flexibility depends on the employer, but I've found that generally they will 

be accommodating to your need to spend time studying, and you can choose to do fewer hours when you've 

got more uni work to get done. I hope that's helpful! 

 

41. Lowena Dunstan: Did either of you take a gap year before going to university, if so would you recommend 

it?  

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Lowena! I didn't do a gap year myself, but I've got friends who did. I think 

they're a great opportunity to take some time out after A levels. Many people choose to go travelling, which 

is great fun and many of my friends still reminisce about their time spent travelling even 4 years on! There 

are other options as well though, you could spend some time working either to gain work experience for your 

CV or to help save up some extra spending money for university. It's completely up to you at the end of the 

day. Hope that's useful. 

 

42. Danae Warne: Hi, do you think there is a big jump from studying A-levels to studying at university? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Danae, good question! There's a lot of support available in the transition from 

A levels to university. For example in first term of first year in Computer Science we all did a beginners 

programming course to bring us up to speed with the expectations and workload. Also in Geography I had a 

first year module on study skills specifically for helping with the transition to university assessment styles. 

Hope this was useful! 
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43. Molly Ball: Was the jump from A-levels to University hard? 

* Student Ambassador01: I wouldn't say so! I felt really supported in transitioning from A-level to 

undergraduate work. In English, we have a compulsory first term module called Academic English where they 

introduce you to academic writing and assessment, so that really helped me to settle in. Also remember that 

first year doesn't count towards your final degree (BUT you still have to pass it!) so this is the time to try new 

things academically and take all feedback on board until it really starts to count 

 

44. Morgan Watkin: Were you given plenty of time for long projects? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Morgan, yes I've always found I've been given plenty of time to complete 

longer coursework projects. When designing assessments the colleges will have a fair idea of how long 

people will need to spend on them.  

 

45. Laura James: Would you recommend being a student ambassador and is it easy to manage being a 

student ambassador with work and study time? 

* Student Ambassador01: Yes and yes! The ambassador programme is really flexible and you only apply for 

jobs that you know you're available to do because the system runs through a calendar and you pick and 

choose shifts 

 

46. Rachael Trethewey: Is there much support is there for people applying that don't know much about the 

process or is it just down to the colleges? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Rachael. Thanks for your question! Of course we hope that your college can support you 

with this process, but the Exeter Scholars programme definitely aims to help with the process of applying to 

university. We usually hold a UCAS Preparation Day in August, and we are currently trying to see if this can be 

delivered virtually. If this can’t be delivered virtually, we will definitely work to get the information to you and 

your fellow students somehow. In the meantime, if there are any particular questions you have, then please 

do email exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk, and I’d be happy to answer them for you to put your mind at ease. 

Additionally, Exeter Scholars offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal 

statement to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as 

you like, so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps. 

 

47. Harry Dearing: Do you think having a campus tour of universities you’re considering going to is necessary 

for deciding whether or not to go there, especially given current circumstances? 

* Student Ambassador01: I always found campus tours really helpful for deciding whether certain universities 

were places I could see myself going to for the next three years, but I totally understand your concern given 

current social distancing guidelines! What I would suggest is having a look on YouTube and university 

websites to see if they offer virtual campus tours. Here's ours: www.youtube.com/watch?v=USsEJ6Rq3AI.  
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48. India Pears: What is your biggest tip on writing a personal statement?  

* Siobhan Harper: Hi India. Thanks for your question! Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is 

some guidance that makes them a bit easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject 

you've chosen, and demonstrating clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a 

place to study it. About 70–80% of your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You 

can then bring in transferable skills that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. 

The Exeter Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal 

statement to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as 

you like, so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps.  

 

49. Sophie Langan: Do you have any advice on how to make sure you're choosing the right course? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Sophie. I'd recommend having a good read of the course descriptors available 

on the university website or prospectuses to make sure you feel the course will interest and engage you. If 

you have any course specific questions, it's always worth emailing the admissions department to forward on 

to the college. Also spend some time considering other courses available to see if you feel these would suit 

you better, maybe have a quick look over the full list of courses Exeter offers? Good luck with choosing your 

course! 

 

50. teazeldeslandes17: what does a day in the life of an Exeter uni student consist of? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi! It varies day to day, but here's a typical example from me. Normally I wake up 

around 9am to get ready for my day, and then set off to campus for one or two lectures. Then I'll have a few 

hours of free time on campus - I might get some lunch (or eat something I've prepared myself) or sit in the 

library and do a bit of studying. Then in the afternoon I might have a workshop to go to, which may last an 

hour or two. After this I head home, spend an hour or two on some free time before doing a bit of evening 

studying. After dinner, I might socialise with my flatmates or we might go out to a bar or the cinema.  

 

51. Ethan Bingham: Why did you choose Exeter University? 

* Student Ambassador01: It was the perfect mix of urban and rural for me (coming from a small Cornish 

village) and the course content matched what I was looking for. I also felt comfortable and at home on 

campus, mainly because Exeter had done a lot of outreach work with my school and we had been on many 

campus visits 

 

52. Jen Davies: If you're struggling to adjust to university life initially, is there any support available?  

* Student Ambassador01: There is SO MUCH support! We have a Wellbeing centre that is available to help 

with student concerns and mental health support, a Student Health Centre for medical support, and a 

student-run Nightline which provides a listening service for if you're struggling outside of Wellbeing opening 

hours. In first year, you also have access to a Residence Life team who are on hand to help with concerns you 

may have in your student life and/or accommodation. You also are assigned a Personal Tutor for the whole of 
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your degree - this is someone you can go and talk to with anything you're worried about, academic or 

otherwise 

 

53. Emily Booth 2: Hi, how do we find out how many sessions we have completed? Thanks 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Emily. Thanks for your question! If you email exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk with this 

question, I'll be able to answer it for you first thing tomorrow. I hope this helps! 

 

54. kezia mcgregor: what kind of extra-curricular activities would look good on your personal statement? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Kezia! I'd say anything extra-curricular would look great on your CV for future 

employers. Most courses will have an associated society who will run useful things to get involved with - for 

example in Computer Science I did a hackathon which is where you spend a full 24 hours creating a program 

in a team. We got free pizza which was a bonus! It doesn't have to be anything related to your course though 

- there's a thing called the Exeter Award which provides you with employability skills delivered through the 

career zone, or you might want to stand for committee on a society you're part of. Anything that gives you 

something to talk about at interviews or add to your CV is great. Hope that's useful! 

 

55. Olivia Cardus: What sort of jobs do you have as a student ambassador? Would you recommend it for first 

year students? 

* Student Ambassador01: The ambassador jobs fall into two main camps: student recruitment (encouraging 

prospective students to study with us) and widening participation (encouraging school- and college-age 

students to consider university as an option for them). Some of the jobs are online like these Q&A forums, 

but many are on-campus and in schools and colleges across the country. We always take part in running open 

days, but we can also do tutoring for school students, presentations for prospective students, campus tours, 

UCAS fairs, mentoring, help with focus groups, and so much more! It's a really varied role with so many 

opportunities that you can pick from! 

 

56. KiraWilliams: Any advice for choosing between two subjects? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Kira, I had a similar dilemma choosing my subjects! In the end I chose to do a 

Flexible Combined Honours degree which let me study both Computer Science and Geography. You choose 

modules from each subject, and it's a great way of tailoring your degree to match your interests. Maybe this 

is something you could consider? Otherwise I'd suggest having a good look through the descriptors for each 

subject to weigh up which one you think sounds the most interesting. Hope that's useful! 

 

57. Will Sherlock: Any tips/tricks for time management? 

* Student Ambassador01: Break big tasks into smaller, shorter, more achievable ones! I use the app Todait (I 

think it's only available for Android) to help me with this because it breaks tasks down into equal chunks and 

spreads them across a manageable time frame. Also, don't do things at the last minute - make sure you've 

got plenty of time in case something goes wrong or needs changing 
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58. Joseph Hunter: Is relevant work experience needed for a competitive uni application? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Joseph. Work experience is always a good thing to have for university or future 

job applications and gives you something to talk about, but I wouldn't say it's essential. I personally didn't 

have anything apart from my year 10 work experience when I applied. I hope that helps. 

 

59. Rachel Biggs: when would you advise our personal statement needs to be written by? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Rachel. Thanks for your question! If you've not had a deadline set by your school / 

college, then this entirely depends on what degree you want to study. If you want to apply to Medicine or 

any degree at the Universities of Oxford or Cambridge, then you will need to have your full UCAS application 

completed by 15th October – so you'll want your personal statement completed in good time before that! If 

not, then your UCAS application will need to be completed by 15th January, so this gives you more time. I 

would definitely recommend having your personal statement completed at least one month before you 

submit your application, just because you want to make sure that you’re completely happy with it / have 

time to make changes if necessary.  

* Siobhan Harper: The Exeter Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, so you can 

send your personal statement to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do 

this as many times as you like, so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that 

this helps. 

 

60. Marcus Hodson: Because our predicted grades may not be as high as we expected to get in the AS exams, 

will the universities take consideration of this when applying for spaces for university 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Marcus. Thanks for your question! It's really difficult to say at the moment what's going 

to happen. Many universities, including the University of Exeter, have moved their Open Days online for the 

summer and autumn, in an effort to make sure that students in year 12 are still able to access the 

information about the university despite everything that's going on. Unfortunately, we just don't know yet 

what's going to happen in the next academic year, and there is, as yet, no guidance about offers for 2021 

entry, as the focus at the moment has been on year 13 students and offer-holders who are due to start in 

September. I can only assure you that the University of Exeter, and every other university, is currently 

working on this issue, and they are very conscious of how this will be affecting students in year 12 who are 

looking to go to uni next year. If you have any more questions, please do contact us at 

exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk.  

 

61. Olly Latto: Would you recommend a year in professional employment or a study year abroad? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Olly! I did a one year work experience placement as part of my course and 

really enjoyed it. It was a great opportunity to get some relevant work experience to add to my CV and talk 

about at interviews now I'm applying for graduate jobs. I also got paid which meant I had some savings for 

final year spending money. I've got friends who did study abroad and they also really enjoyed the chance of 
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studying in a foreign country and developing their language skills. So yes I would recommend one personally, 

but it's completely up to you at the end of the day! Hope that helps. 

 

62. Emma Coumbe: Hello, in order to manage finances would it be better to get a job outside of university or 

become an ambassador, in terms of pay and working hours? Thank you  

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Emma, it's up to you at the end of the day. You might find your student 

finance is enough to get by on, or you might want to do some part time work to get some extra spending 

money. The hours and pay will vary depending on the part time work you do.  

 

63. teazeldeslandes17: how did you know you wanted to do the course you have chosen? 

* Student Ambassador01: I was actually torn between English and Psychology for a long time! But ultimately 

it came to what I was most familiar with and could see myself doing for the next three or more years 

 

64. Genevieve Andrews: Did you live in halls for first year, and how/when did you pick your accommodation 

for second year? Was it difficult? 

* Student Ambassador01: I did! I stayed in St Germans for my first year and really enjoyed it - it was self-

catered so I had to cook my own meals, which came in really handy for second year as I already knew what to 

cook and what I did and didn't like. Picking second year accommodation was difficult because you have to 

start looking super early - I think we were looking in October/November of first year! The university puts on 

accommodation fairs to help, and it's also good to book viewings for places so you get an idea of what you 

are and aren't looking for. And if you can't book a viewing, it might be worth knocking on the door and asking 

the students who life there - we did this a few times and it really helped, especially as we got their honest 

opinions! 

 

65. bronwen price: Hi, do you do any workshops/tutorials or are all your contact hours lectures? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Bronwen. I had workshops as part of my degree - where we were sat in 

smaller groups and completing practical tasks ourselves with help available when necessary. This is 

particularly useful in Computer Science for programming. It depends on the course. Some other courses will 

have seminars where smaller groups of students get together and talk about readings or lectures. There's a 

good balance between these and lectures, but again it depends on your subject.  

 

66. Naomi Jenkins: Hi- can I apply to more than one course at Exeter (as a back-up if I'm not accepted into my 

first choice), also is this the case for other/all unis? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Naomi. Thanks for your question! Yes, you can apply to more than one course at any 

university if you want to. You get 5 choices on your UCAS application form, and these can be for 5 different 

universities or 1 university, or anything in between! It’s entirely up to you. And, as an Exeter Scholar, you 

would get the lowered entry grade offer on any course that you applied to with us. I hope that this helps! 



 

67. Alex Shackleton: When it comes to managing finances, do you have any tips? 

* Student Ambassador01: Pay things like rent first so you know how much money you actually have to work 

with 

Use student discounts, loyalty cards, and websites like TopCashback, Quidco, and Honey to make sure you're 

getting things as cheap as you can 

Set an "absolute zero" figure (e.g. £1000) that you refuse to go below if you can help it so you know you've 

got money for an emergency without dipping into an overdraft 

 

68. Morgan Watkin: How much of my course will be independent in the first year 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Morgan, that depends on your course, but generally you're expected to do 

more independent learning at university compared to school or college. This might be reading, doing 

assignments or practicing skills. There's plenty of help available with the transition however - at the end of 

the day the departments appreciate that you're first years and help you adjust.  

 

69. Adam.sg: What would you say is the most crucial aspect that you need to do to make an impressive 

personal statement? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Adam. Thanks for your question! Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is 

some guidance that makes them a bit easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject 

you've chosen, and demonstrating clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a 

place to study it. About 70–80% of your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You 

can then bring in transferable skills that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. 

The Exeter Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal 

statement to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as 

you like, so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps. 

 

70. Amelia Browne: I know that some sports societies like rowing take up a lot of your day, do you have any 

tips on how to manage this if we wanted to participate in this 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Amelia, generally societies will be very accommodating with workload, after 

all we're all students too! I'd suggest planning your free time well between studying and leisure, depending 

on workload. Some weeks you might need to spend more time on a coursework deadline that's coming up, 

other weeks you might have more free time. Also most students at the university get Wednesday afternoons 

off and this time is used for society activities (or however else you want to spend it). 
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71. Freya Hall: For accommodation - are there any halls of residences at Exeter that you think are better than 

others/would recommend?  

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Freya. Generally everyone will tell you that their halls were the best! I stayed 

in The Printworks in first year and enjoyed it, but my friends in other halls enjoyed their experience too. I'd 

have a look at the Exeter accommodation website to see the different options and pick one that fits your 

preferences for on or off campus living, budget, and whether you want an en-suite or shared bathroom. 

Whichever one you end up in, I'm sure you'll really enjoy your time in halls and make some great friends. My 

best friends now were both in my first year halls and we've lived together throughout university! Hope that 

helps. 

 

72. Emma Budge: When writing a personal statement, should we focus more on our achievements or us as a 

person? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Emma. Thanks for your question! Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is 

some guidance that makes them a bit easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject 

you've chosen, and demonstrating clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a 

place to study it. About 70–80% of your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You 

can then bring in transferable skills that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. 

The Exeter Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal 

statement to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as 

you like, so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps. 

 

73. Natalia Polley: Do you get paid to be a student ambassador? 

* Student Ambassador01: You do! The current wage is £10.42 per hour which is incredible and really helps 

support my student loan! However, it's important to remember that the work isn't in regular shifts and some 

months you will have more jobs (and therefore earn more) than others. A lot of jobs we do are one-two 

hours long too 

 

74. Bryony Highmoor: Hello, in your opinion what is the best thing about Exeter University?  

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Bryony! There are loads of good things about Exeter but I'd say my favourite is 

the campus. It's a nice big green open space with plenty of nice parts to explore. In amongst all this are great 

facilities like the sports park, lecture halls and a large library. I'm sure you can find some pictures of the 

campus online or take a virtual tour if you're interested in seeing it for yourself. Hope that's helpful. 

 

75. Ethan Bingham: How do you think coronavirus will affect uni next year? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Ethan. Thanks for your question! The University of Exeter is starting to put plans in place 

for current undergraduate students to return to face-to-face study in September, and specifically planning for 

the changes that would need to be made for social distancing. Of course, this is not set in stone – the 

University is following Public Health England and World Health Organisation advice carefully, and of course 

will ensure that any plans made are in line with the guidance. You can find more information about how the 
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University is dealing with the covid-19 situation here: www.exeter.ac.uk/coronavirus/prospectivestudents/. I 

hope that this helps!  

 

76. Eleanor Tucker: Is there anything you wish you knew about university before you started? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Eleanor, good question! Not really no, I'd make sure you research your course 

and the general university area before applying or when deciding on your firm and insurance choices. 

 

77. Abigail Dougherty: what’s the split between lectures, tutorials and self-directed study like? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Abigail. That depends on your course, but I've found I get a good balance 

between the three. Most of my contact hours are lectures, with maybe 2-3 hours a week of tutorials and 

workshops. You'll find you're doing a lot more independent study, but this can take many forms. You might 

be reading around your subject, completing a coursework assignment, or preparing for lectures/tutorials.  

 

78. Ryan Fell: how easy have you found it to manage your finances? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Ryan, pretty easy overall. There are lots of resources online or on the 

university website to help with things like budgeting or paying bills for the first time.  

 

79. Kate Matthew: Hi! I come from a small college and I find it really useful when I can pop in on my lecturers 

if I need anything. With unis being so much bigger, is there much one to one support with you lecturers? 

* Student Ambassador01: Lecturers have office hours each week where you can sign up for slots to go and 

see them for support, so definitely make the most of these because they are really useful! Also, it's easy to 

reach teaching staff most of the time via email - I use this for quick questions and guidance that I want to 

refer back to 

 

80. Kayleigh Chaffe: I still am not sure what uni I want to go to or even which course to do and now I’m being 

told to start my personal statement. I feel very far behind, plus I’m still not sure if uni is right for me. I know a 

big part for me going is due to the ‘uni experience’, any advice?  

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Kayleigh. Don't worry, you've got plenty of time to decide on whether 

university is right for you, it's important not to rush into anything. You can always take a year about and 

apply for 2021-22 if you prefer. The university experience is great and I've really enjoyed my time at Exeter, 

but remember you'll be studying for your course for 3 years so make sure you've decided on one that's right 

for you. Have a look on the university website and see what subjects appeal to you. Best of luck with your 

application! 
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81. Chloe Hobby: I have been looking at different courses at lot of different universities and have a vague 

idea of what I want to do but honestly don't have a clue what I'd choose. Do you have any tips when it comes 

to choosing the right course for you? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Chloe, you might like to think about the subjects you've enjoyed at A level, or 

find something completely different. Maybe have a look through a couple of different university 

prospectuses to get a good idea of the different options available, then follow up on the ones that sound 

interesting on the websites? Hope that's useful. 

 

82. Josh Collett: Is the food at Exeter affordable? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Josh, there are many different supermarkets and restaurants/cafes in Exeter, 

so I'm sure you'll be able to find something within your budget. 

 

83. Eliza Munday: In terms of personal statements, do you have any tips for showing that you've engaged 

with your chosen subject outside of the classroom, especially at the moment, when summer schools have 

been cancelled and work experience isn't possible? Thank you! 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Eliza. Thanks for your question! A good way to engage with your subject outside of the 

classroom is to read around the subject as much as possible, especially if you have any particular specific 

subject interests. There are loads of places to find pdfs and free / on-sale e-books online (e.g. Verso Books, or 

search ‘free academic e-books’), and there has been a huge increase in the availability of these books 

because of the pandemic. Being able to talk in detail about even a few books in your subject field can really 

boost your person statement. But also, then please don’t worry – remember that most students are in the 

same boat, in this respect. Universities are also extremely aware that this is going to have a knock-on effect 

on work experience and students' personal statements, so everyone understands the difficult situation you're 

all in. There are plenty of other things that you can put in a personal statement though! 

* Siobhan Harper: Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is some guidance that makes them a bit 

easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject you've chosen, and demonstrating 

clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a place to study it. About 70–80% of 

your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You can then bring in transferable skills 

that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. The Exeter Scholars programme 

offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal statement to 

exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as you like, so 

you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps. 

 

84. joshua chivers: hi, what is the student housing like in and around campus?  

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Joshua, there are many different options for housing to suit different budgets 

and preferences. You might like an en-suite, or want to be close to campus, or prefer to share a room with 

someone else. Have a look at the accommodation website to see all the different options. 
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85. Louis McCracken: How much free time do you normally have when attending a university? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Louis, generally you'll have a lot more free time compared to school or college. 

Remember you'll be doing more independent studying, but there's still plenty of free time to enjoy yourself 

too.  

 

86. Amber Rogers: Would you say it is harder to go from A-levels to university than from GCSE's to A-levels? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Amber, I wouldn't say this no. There is plenty of support when transitioning to 

university, this will depend on your course. You might have modules to prepare you, or can talk with your 

personal tutor. Remember everyone else will be in the same boat! 

 

87. Verity Winn: What would you say is the most important thing to bring to uni from home? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Verity. Good question! I'd say some things to remind you of home - maybe 

some photos of friends or family.  

 

88. Emily Booth: Is it worth doing an EPQ? I am currently doing 3 A levels, have a separate 4th AS level and 

I'm planning on doing medicine, so I don’t know if it would be beneficial to do it 

* Student Ambassador01: I did an EPQ because I needed it for the Realising Opportunities programme. It 

does add quite a bit of pressure when you're studying A-levels but I did find that it helped me get used to 

academic research and writing. I'm glad I did it, even if it didn't count directly toward my offer, because it 

gave me a good introduction to research and referencing that I think helped me settle into university working 

more 

 

89. Jessica Owens: Hello, I have a question more directed towards accommodation. I have looked at self-

catered and catered accommodation but I was just wondering from a student’s point of view which one you 

would recommend and why? 

* Student Ambassador01: I did self-catering and I really enjoyed the freedom I had for what and when to eat. 

I know some of my catered friends found the mealtimes didn't always fit around their society schedules, so 

this is something to think about (especially if you're planning on joining sports societies). I also liked how the 

kitchen-lounge are we had in our accommodation served as a really good social space for having friends over 

and spending time together as a flat. However, with catered, you do get the social aspect of the dining hall 

and neighbours along your corridor, and it provides a structured eating schedule that you may find you slip 

from in self-catered (I know I did!). It really depends on what's best for you and if you're a picky eater or not! 

 

90. Ella May: Have you taken a gap year, if so would you recommend it? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Ella, I didn't but know people who did and really enjoyed it. I think it's a great 

experience if you wanted to go travelling or get some work experience, but it’s entirely up to you at the end 

of the day. 



 

91. WilliamHope: Do you feel that the university is well equipped to support and provide opportunities for 

hobbies? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi William, there are lots of societies at university around many different 

hobbies. You might like to have a look at the Student's Guild website to see examples of current societies 

running, 

 

92. Molly Ball: did you find it hard to adjust from living at home to living on your own? 

* Student Ambassador01: I pretty much went in headfirst and decided that if I didn't start doing home things 

like cooking and cleaning right away then I never would! On my first night I made sure I cooked a meal that I 

knew I could easily make and enjoy, which helped me settle in a lot! I remember coming back from my first 

seminar after quite a full day and feeling a bit homesick, but I FaceTime'd my parents and soon felt better! I 

think there's something cool about having a room that is totally your own space as well, because you have so 

much freedom to make it another home. Definitely bring photos, talk to your flatmates, and keep in touch 

with family and friends via video call so you can still see them! 

 

93. Louis Buschtoens: How close to or far from home would you suggest people go to attend Uni? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Louis. Thanks for your question! Essentially, this entirely depends on your individual 

situation and circumstances. There are a number of students who continue to live close to home, and equally 

students who decide to move as far away as possible! There are a huge number of reasons why students 

choose to do this – many may want to stay close to home because of their family or caring responsibilities, 

and students may want to move away from their current home environment. It’s important to not only think 

about what you want and what your priorities are, but also to make sure that the university you’re going to is 

the right one for you. Of course, one of the factors that makes a university right for you is likely going to be 

whether you want to stay close or move away. It really is a decision for you, but rest assured that, wherever 

you go, there will be students there who are from that area and from far away. I hope that this helps! 

 

94. Maisey Barrow: What job opportunities are there at university? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Maisey, there are plenty of part time jobs in Exeter while you study - including 

student ambassador work, retail work, cafe/bar work, things like that.  

 

95. darcey greenland: Hi, do you have any tips on how to choice a course to study?  

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Darcey, just have a really good look through the course descriptions to make 

sure there are things that interest you. If you have any subject specific questions send them over to the 

admissions team who will get you an answer. Hope that helps! 

 

  



96. Bryony Highmoor: How have you found the facilities and support at Exeter University?  

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Bryony, There are lots of great facilities at Exeter. We've got a huge library, 

lots of study spaces, a well-equipped sports park, and many different labs and lecture theatres to enhance 

learning. There's also really good support available. You can talk to lecturers during their office hours, ask 

your tutor for help, there are also mental health and wellbeing services available too. 

 

97. Rachel Biggs: when it comes to available jobs for ambassadors is there lots to go round or do you often 

have to wait? 

* Student Ambassador01: There are always lots of jobs available on the calendar, and we are allocated to the 

ones we apply for based on a fairness ratio of how many allocations we've had that month already (so those 

who have had fewer successful applications for jobs are more likely to get the next one they apply for). There 

is sometimes a bit of a wait, but I've found that I've always had something each month 

 

98. Jacob Power: How easy and available is it to get a job at uni? Is there any trouble trying to fit it round 

your course? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Jacob, there are plenty of opportunities to find a part time role if you're 

interested. It depends on the employer, but most will be accommodating of your studies.  

 

99. Coby Williams: How easy is it to manage time at uni? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Coby, yes I've found it easy to manage time. You might like to use a calendar 

or planner to manage the time spent on different assignments. Make sure you schedule in some free time for 

yourself as well! 

 

100. Alice Barriball: How can I make the most of virtual open days? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Alice. Thanks for your question! I would definitely recommend trying to speak to as 

many people as possible – academics, current students, support staff. Before the Open Day, try and make a 

list of every question you can think of – keep adding to your list every time something comes to you. 

Everyone at the Open Day will want you to get all the information possible (especially at this time!), so you 

really can't ask too many questions. Speaking to current students about student life as well as the academic 

side of things can be really helpful, as this will give you an idea of what life might be like at that university. 

Since the main thing missing in an Online Open Day is visiting the campus and getting an immediate feel for it 

(although of course every university will try to recreate this as best they can!), getting this student 

perspective on life there is really important. Remember that almost everyone else is in the same situation as 

you, and the universities are so aware of this. I hope this helps! 

 

  



101. Rosie Zaple-Davies: Hi, when writing a personal statement should you focus solely on the subject you 

wish to study or can you include achievements from different subjects that you're also studying?  

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Rosie. Thanks for your question! You can definitely include achievements from other 

subjects! Try, if you can, to link these achievements to your chosen degree course and why you would be a 

good student for that course. Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is some guidance that makes 

them a bit easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject you've chosen, and 

demonstrating clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a place to study it. 

About 70–80% of your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You can then bring in 

transferable skills that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. The Exeter 

Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal statement 

to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as you like, 

so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps. 

 

102. Ryan Reid: Is there any prior work you have to do to be a student ambassador or can you just sign up? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi Ryan, you don't need any prior experience to apply no. You complete an 

application and online test, then a group interview if you're successful. Full training is also provided before 

we start. 

 

103. Caitlin Wright: Do you recommend any form of online course or qualification I could take online over the 

summer to help make my personal statement more impressive? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Caitlin. Thanks for your question! This is difficult for us to say, as this entirely depends 

on whether there are any online courses or qualifications that are relevant for your subject of interest or for 

university study. If you have access to any courses or qualifications, and you’re able to do them without it 

being too much for you with school work and everything else going on, then it definitely can’t hurt! But if you 

can’t, then please don’t worry – remember that most students are in the same boat, in this respect. 

Universities are also extremely aware that this is going to have a knock-on effect on work experience and 

students' personal statements, so everyone understands the difficult situation you're all in. There are plenty 

of other things that you can put in a personal statement though! 

* Siobhan Harper: Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is some guidance that makes them a bit 

easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject you've chosen, and demonstrating 

clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a place to study it. About 70–80% of 

your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You can then bring in transferable skills 

that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. The Exeter Scholars programme 

offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal statement to 

exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as you like, so 

you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps. 
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104. NeveGH: When it comes to Computer Science, is the course competitive? Are the optional modules 

interesting? Overall when it comes to studying the subject, does prior reading (ex. I'm currently self-studying 

cybersecurity and machine learning) give you a better chance at being accepted? And finally, does the course 

begin with basic programming language work and then increment in difficulty, or does it remain fairly 

consistent? 

* Student Ambassador01 2: Hi! You can find out about the entry requirements and typical offer on the 

university website. I've found the optional modules really interesting. Modules vary year to year so we can't 

guarantee anything but I've studied things like mobile computing and databases. The course does start off 

with programming for beginners, yes, so goes up in difficulty across your first year as you build up new skills. 

 

105. Alice Barriball: What are the best things to look for at a uni? 

* Student Ambassador01: Whether you can genuinely see yourself living and studying there for the next 3+ 

years of your life. It's fine for the course to be good, but you're paying a lot of money to be there so you're 

going to want to enjoy it there as well! 

 

106. Kayleigh Chaffe: How many hours a day/week of uni work do you typically do?  

* Student Ambassador01: This really depends on the course and how many contact hours (i.e. hours of 

teaching) you have. Have a look at the course breakdowns here: www.exeter.ac.uk/undergraduate/courses/. 

These are more specific about how time-demanding each subject is. Subjects like English, for example, have 

fewer contact hours and rely more on self-guided study than some of the STEM subjects 

 

107. Kate Matthew: Hi Kathryn, I am hoping to study English with creative writing at university, I was just 

wondering what the English department is like in Exeter? 

* Student Ambassador01: I've found the English department staff really supportive and engaging! I love going 

to lectures and seminars because they make learning so fun and interesting. There's also a lot of variation 

and flexibility on the course, especially when you get into second and third year, because the academics are 

all very specialised in themes, authors, styles, and/or historical periods, so there really is something for 

everyone! All the staff were really welcoming when I first joined and are very friendly and interested in what 

students have to say. It's so nice to be able to contribute and feel appreciated in your subject! The really 

lovely thing is that everyone is so willing to help - I've contacted lecturers from different modules quite a few 

times and they are always happy to help me with whatever I'm doing.  

I found that the students on the course settled into friendship groups really quickly, so it's nice to see friendly 

faces around in your lectures and seminars too! 

 

108. Louise Robertson: how many modules in a course are compulsory and how many do we get to 

individually choose?  

* Student Ambassador01: It really depends on the course, module, and term! Have a look at the course pages 

here as they give more detail on your choices within each year: www.exeter.ac.uk/undergraduate/courses/.  
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109. Emma Coumbe: Hello, when we have completed the five sessions for the Exeter Scholars, what will 

happen next? Many thanks. 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Emma. Thanks for your question! Once you've completed the five sessions, have passed 

the programme, and are therefore an Exeter Scholar, the next step is to become a Senior Scholar. To do this, 

you should apply to study any degree at the University of Exeter – although only if you want to, of course! In 

January 2021, we will invite every Exeter Scholar who has applied to study at the University of Exeter to 

complete the Exeter Scholars online assessment: 

www.exeter.ac.uk/exeterscholars/currentparticipants/onlineassessment/. Successfully passing the online 

assessment means that you will be a Senior Scholar, and will gain access to the enhanced benefits package 

when/if you actually come to study at Exeter: www.exeter.ac.uk/exeterscholars/benefits/benefitspackages/. 

So there’s nothing further for you to do until the online assessment invitation in January. But remember that, 

in the meantime, we're always available for questions and help with UCAS applications, personal statements, 

and any questions you have! 

 

110. Tegan Thomas: what are good attributes on a personal statement to help you stand out and therefore 

more likely to be accepted into Uni? Any tips? Thanks 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Tegan. Thanks for your question! Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is 

some guidance that makes them a bit easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject 

you've chosen, and demonstrating clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a 

place to study it. About 70–80% of your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You 

can then bring in transferable skills that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. 

The Exeter Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal 

statement to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as 

you like, so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps. 

 

111. connor.philp: Hello , What support is available for students who want to pursue further studies after 

their undergraduate course and what type of support is there for getting a career after your degree for 

instance does the university host many networking days? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Connor. Thanks for your question! The University of Exeter has a Career Zone, which 

provides advice on graduate jobs, postgraduate study, employability, internships, placements, interviews, 

and much more! You can read more about this here: www.exeter.ac.uk/careers/. Additionally, if you become 

a Senior Scholar, then part of the enhanced benefits package is access to support and one-to-one guidance to 

help you secure and fund internship opportunities, and a "Welcome to the Career Zone" networking event. 

The University is always happy when a student wants to pursue further study of any kind after their 

undergraduate degree, and so they'd be keen to support you however they can. I hope that this helps!  

 

112. Alex Shackleton: At what point did you begin to start drafting your personal statement? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Alex. Thanks for your question! There are no rules about when you need to start 

drafting your personal statement. However, there is of course a time when you will need to have it 
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completed by. If you've not had a deadline set by your school / college, then this depends on what degree 

you want to study. If you want to apply to Medicine or any degree at the Universities of Oxford or Cambridge, 

then you will need to have your full UCAS application completed by 15th October – so you'll want your 

personal statement completed in good time before that! If not, then your UCAS application will need to be 

completed by 15th January, so this gives you more time. I would definitely recommend having your personal 

statement completed at least one month before you submit your application, just because you want to make 

sure that you’re completely happy with it / have time to make changes if necessary. 

* Siobhan Harper: The Exeter Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, so you can 

send your personal statement to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do 

this as many times as you like, so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that 

this helps. 

 

113. Adam.sg: How does Exeter University provide financial aid to anyone who need it? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Adam. Thanks for your question! The University of Exeter provides advice and guidance 

services for finance, and I expect that this is true of most, if not all, universities. You can find out more about 

the kind of information and support available here: www.exeter.ac.uk/students/finance/studentfunding/. In 

terms of financial aid, and assuming that you don’t mean in terms of bursaries and scholarships (which I can 

also tell you about!), the University of Exeter has something called a Hardship and Retention Fund. Most, if 

not all, universities will have something similar; it’s basically a fund that helps students if something happens 

and they are not able to support themselves, and is carefully assessed, so not everyone can get it. You can 

find out more about this here: 

www.exeter.ac.uk/students/finance/studentfunding/hardshipandretentionfund/. I hope this is reassuring! 

 

114. Louis McCracken: In terms of personal statements, do you have any tips for showing that you've 

engaged with your chosen subject outside of the classroom, especially at the moment, when summer schools 

have been cancelled and work experience isn't possible? Thank you! 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Louis. Thanks for your question! A good way to engage with your subject outside of the 

classroom is to read around the subject as much as possible, especially if you have any particular specific 

subject interests. There are loads of places to find pdfs and free / on-sale e-books online (e.g. Verso Books, or 

search ‘free academic e-books’), and there has been a huge increase in the availability of these books 

because of the pandemic. Being able to talk in detail about even a few books in your subject field can really 

boost your person statement. But also, then please don’t worry – remember that most students are in the 

same boat, in this respect. Universities are also extremely aware that this is going to have a knock-on effect 

on work experience and students' personal statements, so everyone understands the difficult situation you're 

all in. There are plenty of other things that you can put in a personal statement though! 

* Siobhan Harper: Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is some guidance that makes them a bit 

easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject you've chosen, and demonstrating 

clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a place to study it. About 70–80% of 

your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You can then bring in transferable skills 

that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. The Exeter Scholars programme 

offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal statement to 
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exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as you like, so 

you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps. 

 

115. Abdul Almerei: Evening. What I would like to know is if there is interest in Student finance? I understand 

that you can apply and they will pay for your uni and you have to pay back once you start working.  

However, is there interest on top of it? Many Thanks 

* Student Ambassador01: There is (sadly) interest that is applied to your student loan from the minute you 

get the first payment. The current interest rate while you're studying is 5.4% (Retail Price Index - currently 

2.4% + an additional 3%). This rate applies until 5 April after you graduate/leave your course, or for the first 

four years if you're studying part-time. The RPI changes so this interest rate can change too. 

After that, the interest rate depends on how much you earn in that tax year. 

If you earn £26,575 or less in the tax year, your interest rate will be the RPI (currently 2.4%) 

If you earn £26,576 to £47,835 in the tax year, your interest rate will be RPI (currently 2.4%), plus up to 3% 

If you earn over £47,835 in the tax year, your interest rate will be RPI (currently 2.4%), plus 3% 

Here's where I got these figures from: www.gov.uk/repaying-your-student-loan/what-you-

pay#:~:text=While%20you're%20studying%2C%20interest,time%2C%20unless%20the%20RPI%20changes.  

 

116. sophie holder: Hi, I was just wondering how you found writing a personal statement... I’m finding it 

tricky to find the way to start and how long it should be... any tips? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Sophie. Thanks for your question! Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is 

some guidance that makes them a bit easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject 

you've chosen, and demonstrating clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a 

place to study it. About 70–80% of your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You 

can then bring in transferable skills that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. 

One piece of advice is to not worry about the length when you first write it – just get all your ideas down on 

the paper, and you can edit it down later to make sure it’s the right length. The Exeter Scholars programme 

offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal statement to 

exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as you like, so 

you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps. 

 

117. Hovin Assad: Is attendance important to lectures and seminars heavily valued? 

* Student Ambassador01: For me, I get a seminar participation grade that makes up 10% of my grade for 

each module. It's really important to go to seminars and tutorials because these are where you learn most of 

the content you'll be assessed on - lectures provide the background information usually. Going to lectures is 

still important and is recorded, just as seminar attendance is. Lectures are mainly important because it saves 

you a lot of time and effort in the long run as you'll just be revising at the end of the year, rather than 

teaching yourself 
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118. Ahmed Hasan: Hi there thank you for your time and for continually providing for the scholars. Is there 

any form of past papers or revision for UCAT tests? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Ahmed. Thanks for your question! This is an excellent question, and I'm afraid I don't 

know the answer. If you can put this question into an email to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk, then I can find 

the answer asap for you!  

 

119. Talan Grigg: will your course be all online next year 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Talan. Thanks for your question! The University of Exeter is starting to put plans in place 

for current undergraduate students to return to face-to-face study in September, and specifically planning for 

the changes that would need to be made for social distancing. Of course, this is not set in stone – the 

University is following Public Health England and World Health Organisation advice carefully, and of course 

will ensure that any plans made are in line with the guidance. You can find more information about how the 

University is dealing with the covid-19 situation here: www.exeter.ac.uk/coronavirus/prospectivestudents/. I 

hope that this helps!  

 

120. Jamie Barnes: Would you recommend joining societies when you go to university? 

* Student Ambassador01: Definitely! They are a great way of meeting new people, trying new things, and 

adding some variety to your university experience 

 

121. Talan Grigg: how do I make my personal statement really good? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Talan. Thanks for your question! Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is 

some guidance that makes them a bit easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject 

you've chosen, and demonstrating clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a 

place to study it. About 70–80% of your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You 

can then bring in transferable skills that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. 

The Exeter Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal 

statement to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as 

you like, so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps. 

 

122. Rachel Biggs: do you know what sort of cost a student gym membership is at the on campus leisure 

centre, and if not do you know what it's called so I can find the website- thanks :) 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Rachel. Thanks for your question! You can find the information for the Streatham and St 

Luke's campus gyms in Exeter here: https://sport.Exeter.ac.uk/membership/, and for the Penryn campus gym 

here: https://www.fxplus.ac.uk/our-services/sports-recreation. And remember that if you become a Senior 

Scholar, you have the option of getting £100 towards your gym membership as one of the benefits: 

www.exeter.ac.uk/exeterscholars/benefits/benefitspackages/. I hope this helps!  
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123. Saffron Flint: How would you best advise to cope with stress? 

* Student Ambassador01: Give yourself plenty of time to do whatever needs to be done, and make the most 

of the support available as this will make everything a lot easier! 

I also write a list of whatever is stressing me and approach each thing on the list one by one, which makes 

everything seem more manageable 

 

124. Jamie Barnes: What sort of details should we include in our personal statement? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Jamie. Thanks for your question! Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is 

some guidance that makes them a bit easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject 

you've chosen, and demonstrating clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a 

place to study it. About 70–80% of your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You 

can then bring in transferable skills that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. 

One piece of advice is to not worry about the length when you first write it – just get all your ideas down on 

the paper, and you can edit it down later to make sure it’s the right length. The Exeter Scholars programme 

offers a personal statement checking service, so you can send your personal statement to 

exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do this as many times as you like, so 

you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that this helps. 

 

125. Sophie Clist: Do you offer degree apprenticeship at Exeter University? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Sophie. Thanks for your question! We do indeed offer degree apprenticeships at the 

University of Exeter. You can find more information here: www.exeter.ac.uk/degreeapprenticeships/pupils/. I 

hope that this helps! 

 

126. Kayleigh Chaffe: what do you mean first year doesn’t apply to your final degree? Not heard of this 

before 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Kayleigh. Thanks for your question! For many degree courses (not all!), your results in 

your first year of study don't count towards your final grade, and you only need to achieve 40% in your total 

mark to move onto second year. However, it's a common misconception that this means that your first year 

doesn't count – this is NOT the case! The first year of any degree course gives you a huge amount of 

information that serves as important building blocks during the remainder of your degree, and it serves to 

ensure that you're prepared for the more complex work that takes place in your second year onwards. Only 

doing enough work to pass your first year can have a detrimental effect on your final degree result for this 

reason, and sometimes your first year mark is taken into consideration in your final year marks as a weighting 

device. So make sure that you do indeed work hard in your first year, and try to see the 40% as a hurdle to be 

cleared at a height! I hope that this helps!  
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127. Sophie Langan: When should a personal statement be written by? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Sophie Thanks for your question! If you've not had a deadline set by your school / 

college, then this entirely depends on what degree you want to study. If you want to apply to Medicine or 

any degree at the Universities of Oxford or Cambridge, then you will need to have your full UCAS application 

completed by 15th October – so you'll want your personal statement completed in good time before that! If 

not, then your UCAS application will need to be completed by 15th January, so this gives you more time. I 

would definitely recommend having your personal statement completed at least one month before you 

submit your application, just because you want to make sure that you’re completely happy with it / have 

time to make changes if necessary. 

* Siobhan Harper: The Exeter Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, so you can 

send your personal statement to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do 

this as many times as you like, so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that 

this helps. 

 

128. claudiabaulf: How long should a personal statement be? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Claudia. Thanks for your question! A UCAS personal statement can be up to 4000 

characters long, which is roughly equivalent to one side of typed A4 paper. My advice for when you're 

starting to write it is to not worry about the length when you first write it – just get all your ideas down on 

the paper! You can then edit it down later, and this will help you to include the most important parts and 

delete the less important bits. The Exeter Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, 

so you can send your personal statement to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. 

We can do this as many times as you like, so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I 

hope that this helps. 

 

129. Giovanni Dameno: can u suggest any online resources about personal statement? 

* Siobhan Harper: Hi Giovanni. Thanks for your question! The UCAS website itself has a useful guide to 

writing your personal statement: www.ucas.com/undergraduate/applying-university/how-write-ucas-

undergraduate-personal-statement. Personal statements can be really tricky, but there is some guidance that 

makes them a bit easier! You can make yourself stand out by engaging with the subject you've chosen, and 

demonstrating clearly why you've chosen that subject and why you should be offered a place to study it. 

About 70–80% of your personal statement should be directly relevant to your subject. You can then bring in 

transferable skills that you have that show why you would be a good student in that subject. One piece of 

advice is to not worry about the length when you first write it – just get all your ideas down on the paper, and 

you can edit it down later to make sure it’s the right length.  

* Siobhan Harper: The Exeter Scholars programme offers a personal statement checking service, so you can 

send your personal statement to exeterscholars@exeter.ac.uk and we will check it over for you. We can do 

this as many times as you like, so you can send us the roughest draft and we'll help you with it! I hope that 

this helps. 
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132. * Student Ambassador01 2: Thanks very much for taking part in today’s online forum; I hope you’ve 

found it useful! Details of the next session can be found at 

www.exeter.ac.uk/exeterscholars/currentparticipants/liveonlineqaforums/. If you have questions in the 

meantime, please contact the Exeter Scholars team, who will be happy to help: 

www.exeter.ac.uk/exeterscholars/contact/currentparticipants/. If any questions are still unanswered, we'll 

get back to you shortly! 

Stay safe! 

 

133. * Siobhan Harper: IMPORTANT: WE'RE REALLY SORRY IF WE DIDN'T GET TO YOUR QUESTION! IF YOU 

POSTED A QUESTION IN THE ONLINE FORUM, THEN YOUR PARTICIPATION WILL COUNT AND BE RECORDED – 

EVEN IF YOU DIDN'T GET AN ANSWER. IF WE WEREN'T ABLE TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTION, THEN AN 

ANSWER TO YOUR QUESTION WILL BE EMAILED TO YOU AS SOON AS WE CAN. 
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Open Questions (20) 

-------------------------- 

135. Anna Clarke: What's student accommodation like? 

136. Katie Lockley: After studying a course at University for a period of time and you've decided that it isn't 

for you, is it possible to change subjects? And if so, do you need certain grades or requirements to switch? 

137. Ethan Bingham: What is your ideal uni student, in terms of mind-set and responsibility? 

138. Alice Ratcliffe: hey, are part time jobs easily manageable in first year? Thank you, and I hope you are still 

all doing ok :)  

139. Jamie Barnes: What’s the best way to find motivation to do work during lockdown? 

140. Emily Rees: Hi, I was wondering are there are benefits to becoming a student ambassador at Exeter? 

141. Rosie Zaple-Davies: Hi, what's your favourite aspect of university? 

142. Rosie Zaple-Davies: Would you recommend getting a part time job at university? 

143. Sam Silburn: Do you enjoy university life and education? 

144. Annabelle Moger-Taylor: What’s the split like between lectures, tutorials and independent study? 

145. Oliver Rose: Do you think that having online learning rather than live lectures will have much of a 

detrimental impact? 

146. Rachel Biggs: do you spend a lot of time studying alone or is it common to study in a library with 

someone 

147. Rachel Biggs: do most people go out every night, are there student discounts in places like bars and 

nightclubs? 

148. claudiabaulf: what are the societies like and how do they work? 

149. Jonny Wilson: Is it beneficial to have a car? 

150. charlie clarke: would you say the computer science course is interesting and have you enjoyed how the 

subject is taught? 

151. Francis Motyczak: what is you earliest lecture start in the morning 

152. Will Sherlock: would you say accommodation at Exeter is expensive? 

153. teazeldeslandes17: with the sports teams at Exeter uni, do you have to be good at the sport beforehand 

or can you join as a beginner? 

154. Katie Lockley: After studying a course at University for a period of time and you've decided that it isn't 

for you, is it possible to change subjects? And if so, do you need certain grades or requirements to switch? 


